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Starting from the classical procedure
reported by Capon for power level estinie-
tion from ML filters, the authors present
how this method can be modifyed in order to
obtain a power spectral density estimate.
The basic idea is to compute the effective
bandwidth of the ML filter, and normalize
the power level estimate, at the output of a
quadratic detector following the filter,
with it. The effective bandwidth has been
obtained by an equal area constraint crite-
ria.

Furthermore, the above mentioned esti-
mate, we called NMLM, converges in the dis-
tributional sense to the true spectral
power density. This suggest the use of new
estimates, denoted in the text as q-MLM,
which improves the mentioned convergence
both in 1-0 as well as 2-D problems of SPA.

1. INTRODUCTION

The bank filter theory is widely used
in simultaneous spectral 21 analysis even
after parametric methods appears with their
impressive results JI. Within the category
of filter bank spectral analyzers the most
popular is the well-known Welch's procedure
41 . No matter the apparent superiority of

parametric methods the robustness and the
low complexity of the filter bank methods
give to them certain preponderance in prac-
tical problems in many fields of applica-
tion.

Using a bank of filters, each output
will provide, after a quadratic detector,
an estimate of the power from the input
signal which is in the frequency range
within the effective bandwidth of the ana-
lysis filter. These concepts appear briefly
summarized in Fig 1.

It should be noted that, either the
power level P or the power spectral den-

sity P/B, the measure will be so adequa-

te depending on up to what degree the
filter bandwidth is reduced. The drawback,

Fig. 1. Filter bank analysis.

of using small bandwidths in the analysis,
is the increase in the transient response
t0 (approximately l/B) that will require
at least t0 sec. of the input signal x(n)

to allow the correct measure of the power
level at the output of the quadratic detec
tor. Thus, given t0 accordingly with the

available data sample x(n) (n0, N-i),
from the uncertainly principe a maximum
value for B is allowed, resulting in the

leakage from the nearest frequency bands
to the center frequency

Designing the analysis filter to de-
tect the power level of a pure complex
sinusoid in white noise, will requiere:
Maximum output at the frequency where the
sinusoid is, and minimum noise bandwidth.
The well-known solution is a matched fil-
ter that, under these assumptions, will
result in a OFT of the input signal with
length N. The OFT can be viewed as a bank
of N matched filters with Maximum outputs
at n=N/2 (transient time) and 'steered" or
matched to equally spaced frequencies
Wk2lTk/N; (k0,N-1).

The optimum character of the periodo-
gram is mixed when the noise is not white
or there are more than one spectral line
in the input signal. It is clear that in
this case each filter should remove more
o less the other spectral lines, viewed as
interferences by the analysis filter, and
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whitening the colored noise. The cons-
traints are unity response at the frequen-
cy where the filter is steered tg and a
finite impulse response if a transient
time t0 should be keeped within margins.

Formulating the concept described in
the previous paragraph, will result in the
well-known procedure MLM reported by Capon
Ii that will be briefly described here
after. Given the vector A with M coefti-
dents as its impulse response,

tA = (a(0) , a(1) a(M)

we would like that its frequency response
at will be unity

A(W0) = S .A

being

5 (1, exp jw0 exp jMW0)

(1)

and the output of the quadratic detector
following the ML filter is:

2 t -1s) IA(t) dt=1/(S P S) watts. (9)

The above estimate will differ from
the actual Pt0 depending on up to what de—

gree tht effects of S(w) head been reduced

= P0 — IS(w) A(W)
2

2. 'iBE MCfRMALIZED ML METMOD (MMLM)

(10)

At this point and starting from the
power spectral density can be derived by
dividing or normalizing the mentioned
power ltvel by the bandwidth which has

(2) been uatd in the measure. Fe select to
estimatt the filter bandwidth by using the
equal area constraint that is depicted in

(3)

Fig. 2.

the so—called steering vector, and t deno-
tes transpose and complex conjugate.

In other sense and to better reflect
the leakage, it can be seen in 4) that
the input power density spectrum S(W) can
be formulated as it is shown in (4)

S(w) S(w) + s0(w) (4)

where S0(w) is the s.p.d. included in the

effective bandwidth of the analysis filter,
which power P0 we are dealing for, and

S(t) is the interference s.o.d. which pro-
duces the leakage in measuring P0 due to

the mae of a mon-ideal bandpaSs filter. It
is worthwhile to note that as concerns
with the measure of P0, using (4) is equi-
valent to (5).

5(w) = S (u) - P0 S (w—w0)

From (5) it can be concluded that mini
mizing (a) results in the same solution
than minimizing (b), because they differ in
a constant i.e. the power level p0.

2
fS(w) EA(w) dw (a)
fs(w) A(w) 2

dw (b)

In conclussion, we can derive the fol-
lowing two equation to resume the ML me-
thod of bank filtering power level estima-

rig. 2. Equal area constraint in com-
puting the equivalent filter bandwidth.

In other words (11) will provide Be.

Be = .f A(w)2 dw = At (11)

Seems to be clear that this estimate
will improve the rought approximate cur—

() rentiy used for B (i.e. B equal to the

inverse of the filter length M)

using the bandwidth shown in (11) re-
sult in the so—called normalized maximum
likehood spectral estimate.

(6)
SI$MLN(w) = = Pu0

Be At.A
B — —

StR 1s-
tp_2S

The reader can see in Fig. 3 the compa
rison of the Capon's procedure, ME and the
proposed here for the same order. From
this figure it can be concluded that:

a.— The spectral estimate have resolution
similar to ME and the low side—lobe
level of MLM.

b.- The estimate proposed for B improves
the resulting quality of the Capon's

(8) estimate which uses 1/p. Otherestimates

te

JS(w) ]A(w)
2

dw = At R Aman. — = —Gin
S A = 1

The well—known solution is

= -1._ / s

(12)
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for this bandwidth, more accurate than
the proposed here, could further impro-
ve the final quality obtained.

In the same sense, it can be seen in
the Figure that the associated bandwidth
to the NE estimate is narrower than in the
nMLM estimate. In order t provide a theo-
retical support to this effect, we can re-
formulate the ME method as minimize

ME constrained to ME--1 being 1

equal to (1 , 0 0)

The solution for the ME filter.which
minimums results in the corresponding spec
tral peaks, is (12.a), and its bandwidth
is (12.b).

(1 2b)
1tp -1 1

AME=1(l2a)
(itRI)2BME — =

(itR_21)

zeros in the analysis filter involved in
MEM, is smaller than the analysis filter
in MLM. This is the way to check over
which method provides better resolution
anyway, the high complexity of 2-B MEM
appraises the proposed procedure.

3. THE QMLM ESTIMATE

Using singular value decomposition
for matrix R1, it can be shown that the
spectral estimate, proposed in the pre-
vious section, will converge to the true
spectral power density in the distributio-
nal sense as the order M increases to in-
finity.

In other sense, it is well—known that
an approximate procedure to reduce matrix

B1 to their principal components is to

form with q greater than one. In such
a way, and being A the largest N (less

than H) eigenvalues of B1, matrix q can
be rewritten in the approximate form given
by (13)

N-i
q t

(13)

If a sinusoid in noise is the signal
under consideration, the bandwidth of the

50. 544
27. 3270
24. 5915
51. 2551
18. 5188
15. 1922
12. 1457
0. 1093
8. 0729
3. 0384

19. 5287
15. 5230
13. 7172
7.8115
3. 9057

3. 9057
—7. 8115

—11. 7172
—15. 8230

So that, keeping in mind that maintai-
ning the convergence, previously mentio-
ned, is an important property in any can-
didate for an spectral estimator, we sug—

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 gest (14) as a generalized version of the
Capon's method and the normalized one.

(C)
25. 0384
22. 3159
18. 5974
14. 8770
11. 1584
7. 4300
3.7195

—3. 7195
—7. 4390

0 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.5

1 S

S (w) = (14)
qMLM S R

Note that q=i will arise to the clas-
sical MLM procedure and q2 to the so-cal
led normalized maximum likehood method.
Before to show some simulation results,
it is worthwhile to mention that q, canot
be considered as a factor which controls
the 'cosmetic' resolution of the estimate,
it is just a parameter which increases
the convergence rate of the estimate in
the distributional sense to the true es—
pectral power density. In other words,
using q=2 instead q1 the resulting esti-
mate could exhibit spectral peaks not
shown with an unity exponent as the rea-
der can see in Figure 3.

Using hardware implementation of this
procedures for spectral analyzers, the de
signer should limit the exponent q accor-
ding to the finite register length in or-
der to avoid distortion in the measured
peaks of the power density spectrum under
processing. In fact, and from a few expe-
riments carried out by the authors powers
greater than q=4 for orders S and 16

Fig. 3. (a) NMLM method, (b)
thod, (c) ME. Data sample of
with two sinusoids in white
quencies located at f1=O.2,
SNR1=SNR2=lOdB. Order 10 in
cedures.

Capon's me—
256 points,

noise at fre—
f2=0.23 and
the three pro
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introduces serious errors in the peaks
msgnitude. Usually the resulting estimate
provides tho correct location of peeks in
these circumstances.

In order to show the performance of in
creasing g, Fig. 4 represents the resulting
two—dimensional spectral estimate for a
5x5 basic correlation support (3x3 mask fil
tar) which consists in two sinusoids at
(0.2,0.2) and (0.25,0.25) in OdE SNR each.

It should be pointed out that many of
the reported properties for (14) are mixed
if the numerator is removed from ir.

4. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that a spectral power
density can be obtained from ML filters
by using the effective bandwidth of the
analysis filter. This results in e nice
trade-off between the resolution of HEM
end the low sidelobe level of MLM.

Furthermore, on the basis of the etetis
ticel properties associated with the propo
sod estimate, we suggest the use of high
order guedretic forms in order to improve
the convergence of the estimate to the true
power spectral density as the order of the
analysis filters increases.

2—0 plote of the estimate exhibits
the greet performance of the method that
is herd to obtain with currently reported
methode.
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Fig. 4. SgMLH(wi.w2). Contour plotd


